Press Release

Patna Frontier wins 12th Sashastra Seema Bal Inter Frontier Lawn Tennis Championship

New Delhi (07 October 2017): Sashastra Seema Bal organized 12th SSB Inter Frontier Lawn Tennis Championship w.e.f. 4-6 Oct 2017 here at 25th Bn. SSB Ghitorni.


Sh. Chanchal Shekhar, IPS, IG Patna receiving Inter – frontier Winners Trophy from Sh. Rajni Kant Mishra, IPS, Director General, SSB

Sh. P. S. S. Negi, IG Frontier Tezpur and Sh. C. S. Sundhan, APO, FHQ beat Dr. O.B. Singh, Commandant (Med.) and Dr. Pradeep Joshi Commandant (Med.) of FHQ New Delhi to claim Veteran 50+ Doubles final.

Frontier Patna team came victorious beating runners – up Frontier Ranikhet in Inter – Frontier category matches.

Sh. Rajni Kant Mishra, IPS, Director General, SSB gave away the trophy and prizes to the winners and participants. Director General in his speech emphasizing over importance of sports and healthy life style said sports and games leads us to better lifestyle and it keeps us focused and committed to our tasks. Sports and games acts as a bonding factor and promotes fitness, healthy daily routine and team building.

Selected players will represent SSB in All India Police Lawn Tennis Championship to be held in Shimla in third week of October.
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